A FEW EXCERPTS FROM THE MEDIA
If you’re interested in all things automotive, the annual CRC
Speedshow is the place to go to get your fix of car porn. July’s
event at the ASB Showgrounds in Greenlane, Auckland, was
once again a smash hit and had everything from ride-on
lawnmower racing displays through to a jet powered drag car.
The CRC Speedshow offered fantastic value for money and
entertainment for the whole family of petrol heads.

– New Zealand Rodder Magazine
– August Issue 2016
It’s not every day that you get to experience something like
CRC Speedshow. A dream expo for those with a love of all
things on wheels, it’s no wonder the event has cemented
itself as a fixture on the country’s automotive events calendar.
This year, the show celebrated its 10th anniversary, and it’s
packed to the brim with more than ever before and you’ll
uncover a whole bunch of stuff to interest you, whatever
your automotive inclinations. If none of this has piqued your
interest, then you may want to check your pulse — seriously,
CRC Speedshow never disappoints, but this year’s might just
be the best yet.

– The Motorhood
– Online 16th July 2016
Promoters of this year’s CRC Speedshow took the show in
a slightly different direction by inviting and incorporating a
wider and more diverse cross section of the automotive and
performance aftermarket; this meant more vendors and more
real-time feel to the show overall. This strategy was aimed
at creating higher levels of patron satisfaction, and it worked
with huge crowds attending.

– New Zealand Hot Rod Magazine
– September Issue 2016
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CRC Speedshow is New Zealand’s ultimate car expo for the
kiwi family. With 2016 marking 10 years of Speedshow, it was
only ever going to be grand…
The event has been a long-running one, celebrating it’s 10year anniversary this year, and has managed to evolve into an
automotive extravaganza of sorts, offering such a thorough
selection of vehicles – from hot rods and muscle cars through
to the latest exotic supercars – trade displays, vendor
stands and live action events. CRC Speedshow has certainly
cemented its position as the car show for the average kiwi
family, with enough of a spread – in terms of car types,
displays, and attractions – to satisfy everybody. It’s the type
of show you end up walking through in its entirety, without
ever feeling short-changed.

– NZV8 Magazine
– September Issue 2016
The CRC Speedshow at Auckland’s ASB Showgrounds was
once again a roaring success. The event was an epic display
of automotive goodness, spanning several huge halls, one of
which housed the oh-so-shiny Teng Tools Grand National Rod
& Custom Show, essentially making the event two shows in
one. Anything and everything to do with motoring was at CRC
Speedshow: new cars, parts and accessories; motorcycles,
classic and contemporary; personal watercraft; and even
offroad buggies. Then there was the outdoor arena that was
kept busy with RC drone racing, motorcycle stunt riding,
drifting and head to head battles between an incredibly varied
range of vehicles that even included a drift trike! All in all
the CRC Speedshow was a most enjoyable weekend for the
whole family. Great pricing, mostly great weather and more
than enough eye candy for even the most avid petrol heads.

– Petrolhead Magazine
– August Issue 2016

